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ABOUT US

The idea for a design consultancy that prioritised 
customer's needs began after founder, Edward 
Murphy completed a post occupancy evaluation 
for a signature client in the late 2007.  Most of the 
users of the client's new award winning, grade 
A £40M office building hated it, and nobody 
knew why?  It was exactly the opposite of what 
a hugely talented project team and a very 
knowledgable client intended.

Edward spent the next ten years researching 
if there was a way in which the design and 
construction of buildings could be re-purposed 
from creating an asset for investment portfolios 
to creating more value for customers as users. 
He envisioned an industry where architects and 
builders would value providing real customer 
delight as highly as making sure they kept their 
commissioning investors happy. The  outcome 
of the research is a new design management 
framework we call - Agile in Buildings.  

Even still,  the idea of creating a business 
to show architects builders and developers 
how to value their customers as tenants 
seems nonsensical! But industry surveys of 
new buildings shows that more than 30% of 
customers are unhappy with their new building 
and nearly half move in to find there are things 
about their new workplace design that could 
have been better in hindsight. That's what's 
nonsensical. 

Which is why we developed a new Agile 
methodology for buildings and combined it 
with the expertise of  great architects, agile 
consultants and VR experts who are passionate 
in their commitment to help tenants as 
customers find the true value proposition in 
their new building. For our customers and us, 
the motive is not nonsensical – it’s to align 
the three business drivers of People, Process 
and Place, so business and users thrive both 
economically and socially in a better building 
for them. 

We believe customer experience and property 
performance go hand in hand. We’re a business 
based on values – we want to be perceived as 
innovators, with a forward looking , creative 
agenda, caring in what we do and the way we do 
it.  We’re proud of what we have achieved so far 
and even more excited about where events will 
take us from here.

Good buildings start with a deeper thinking 
that captures the vision of all of its users 
from top to bottom of the customer's 
organisation.

Taking that time to think things through, and to 
receive the contribution of as many users as possible 
will make the difference between a good and a great 
building.

Agile in Buildings was specially conceived to do 
this is in a controlled and targetted way.

A little about us and what we do...

We are Ollio - The Building Performance Consultancy - we work with development 
and design teams in the property industry or their clients/tenants - to prioritise the 
procurement of property with a great customer experience and improved business 
performance. 

Proportion OF USERS AGREE THEIR 
NEW place  ALLOWS THEM TO BE 
PRODUCTIVE

57%

WE BRING BUILDINGS TO LIFE FOR THE 
CUSTOMERS WHO will USE THEM

Doing things differently for better outcomes

250K STUDY by LEESMAN

https://www.leesmanindex.com/250k_Report.pdf
https://www.leesmanindex.com/250k_Report.pdf
https://www.leesmanindex.com/250k_Report.pdf
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WE just WANT TO 
Make Better places 
for customers
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WHAT WE DO
Our expertise covers the entire spectrum of knowledge needed to make 

buildings that work for users.  Our experience in building performance 

consultancy includes - early stage design brief development, analytics 

and design of comfort systems, concept design for zero energy buildings, 

design and certification of health and wellbeing and post occupancy 

evaluation (POE).  Steming from this Agile in Buildings was developed by 

thinking, better collaboration leading to better outcomes for clients.  

IN A NUTSHELL WE...

We JUST MAKE BUILDINGS PERFORM BETTER

CONCEPTS RESEARCH ANALYTICS WELLBEING

P79 APPLICATIONS POE AGILE IN BUILDINGS DESIGN

Helping design teams arrive at zero Undertaking research into all 

aspects of built environment

Deep investigation into operational 

aspects of buildings

WELL Building AP advisory and 

certification

Helping architects meet exemplar 

design for P79 applications

Going back to  extract the best Involving users to optimise their 

building to the business' needs

Mechanical and Electrical 

Services design

By way of introduction,  we would like to tell you ...

...provide technical services advice, agile methods,analysis, 

appraisals,brief development, building services strategies,colla

boration,coordination,design, health and wellbeing, ideas and 

innovation generation,life cycle analysis,low and zero carbon 

design, paragraph 79 planning statements, post occupancy 

evaluation, pre occupancy evaluation, research, simulation, 

specification development for advanced low carbon buildings. 

Ollio was founded as a practice 

specifically to deliver buildings fit 

for users. 

WE PLACE PEOPLE AS USERS  AT THE 

FOREFRONT OF EVERYTHING WE DO



 

oUR PEOPLE
ALL WITH AWARD WINNING EXPERIENCE IN WORKPLACE DESIGN

FORMING A COLLABORATIVE TEAM

JOHN ORELL ED MURPHY RICHARD POWL

John is a director and practice lead at 
DLA Design,  a firm of architects with 
offices in London, Leeds and Man-
chester. John has led the Agile user 
design process for all of the projects 
undertaken to date.

Founder of Ollio. Project lead. Edward 
directs and project manages the Agile 
in Buildings process from beginning 
to end. He acts as the facilitator 
between the business and the design 
team.

Richard is a director and Agile Coach 
at Hippo Digital, a respected Agile 
consultancy with offices in London 
and Leeds. Richard is also an architect 
by training so uniquily positioned to 
integrate agile into buildings

DLA ARCHITECTURE OLLIO HIPPO DIGITAL
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THE MOST IMPORTANT MEMBER OF OUR 
TEAM IS YOU... OUR CUSTOMER
Agile in Buildings will not work without you the customer. We 
need your people and your ideas and enthusiam for how the 
new building will improve on the things you want to do as a 
business or organisation once you get there.
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1. Gather USER's ideas 2. sift THE BIG STORIES

3. DESIGN with users 4. road TEST DESigns 
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AGILE METHODS
Agile Methods is not new. It was invented in the 1970's by IBM as a way to design 
new products that included the features that customers actually wanted and would 
sell, not just the features that designers assumed they wanted.  Roll on 50 years 
and the whole of the product development industry is using Agile Methods, except 
that is - the property industry. We want to change that. The process has four stages.

luptiae magnis quae inusam re nos nouse 
HenatisMaris, LOREM unumus LORE

Ebis natiusae sit is pereicipsam, torrovite odipsam vellici 
atendae. To ent ommodit aspit.

We have lots of ways to gather your ideas. From surveys, 
to smart apps, to carefully orchastrated charrettes, so we 
can find out what your business does and what kind of 
spaces will help your people to work more effectively.

Once we have all of the ideas from the top to 
bottom of the business, we analyise them to find 
out what the key messages are, how you go about 
making profit, and what the big obsticles are - that 
a new building will help to solve.

1. Gather Users Ideas

2. Sift the big stories

With the core messages and big problems understood we sit 
with your key people to co-design the early stage concepts for 
the building. This is where the process gets interesting, and 
for the most part fun as we move beyond the design norms to 
unleash the power of collective placemaking.

3. Design with Users

Using the full and awsome power of VR it becomes possible 
for everyone right across the business to try out the new 
transformative building and to give some feedback and 
iteration to improve it, and iron out the creases in the "safe 
zone" of  the fully immersive environment.

4. Road test the Designs
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IT'S NEVER GOOD ENOUGH TO HOPE 
EVERYTHING WILL JUST HAPPEN 
TO DELIVER A GREAT BUILDING. 
SOMEHOW YOU NEED TO BE SURE."

AGILE METHODS GIVES 
CUSTOMERS MORE 
CERTAINTY THAT ALL WILL 
BE WELL ON DAY ONE... AND 
BEYOND

The property industry is unique in being permitted to 
contract with its customers to deliver a product that 
has never been established is acceptable in use.

Agile Methods puts the customer back in control. 
Now you can have the building designed to users 
requirements, (Agile bit), then tested in a virtual 
prototype (VR bit) with minimal cost, so you 
know what you are getting, can share it with your 
organisationand be sure it is right for you, BEFORE you 
build or rent it. 
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AN AGILE FUELED BRIEF will 
DE-RISk OUTCOMES, save 
upwards of 10% on PROJECT 
costS, speed the DELIVERY 
and contribute at least 
10% to BUSINESS growth 
stack. 

Not sure I like the 

idea of involving 

employees. Isn't it 

like giving them a 

blank cheque?

What makes Agile 

confused about 

where Ollio fits 

in to the design 

process?

AGILE FAQs

We MAKE BUILDINGS BETTER

COMMON QUESTIONS WE 
GET ASKED? 

QUESTION 3

Think of Ollio as project brief  

development specialists. 

We  are here to help you and your 

centric brief for your new building or 

workplace.

Most clients fail to make the connection 

between good business and a good 

building, and so brief making stays in 

the demise of the architect.  

In practice,  a great brief ought to be 

the cornerstone of the business case for 

every new building.  Good briefs are not 

architecture, they are economics.

Agile Methods makes sure that 

.oiranecseuqehcknalbonsiereht

We find in practice that the 

reverse happens. 

Because employees know more 

about what they can and can't 

live with in-use, the architectural 

design is streamlined so there is 

no assumptions or guesswork 

needed from the start.

This does not happen when the 

when more cautious approaches 

are  taken creating pockets of cost 

contingency. This design caution 

results in a cost excess bubble we 

call   "scope bloat" which takes 

below the budget threshold . 

Agile allows clients to identify 

where value is and only pay for 

what adds to it.

Yes, that's true. But in doing so 

architects have only a finite time 

to collect the data they need to 

arrive at a working design. 

Early brief building work by 

architects is mostly done for 

free, as a means to secure the 

commission for the later detail 

design. Thus thinking time is 

minimised and serves merely 

promotional motives.

Also, clients mostly prefer to 

be covert about the new build 

project, confining knowledge to a 

small number of key individuals 

who ultimately end up diluting 

the messages from the business 

operations coal face. 

its a shame that this happens 

because the result is always the 

creation of a technical brief with 

its major (usually wide of the 

mark) assumptions made by the  

architect rather than the creation 

of an operational brief for a 

building that meets the business 

needs.

QUESTION 2QUESTION 1

Why use agile methods 

instead of the normal way 

of doing things

Isn't my 

architects paid to 

deliver a building 

brief that is fit for 

purpose?
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VIDEO - USERS STORY

Take a look at our short video that describes the 

process and how it works.
Click the pin icon or scan 

the QR to take you to our 

YouTube

VIDEO - AGILE METHODS
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TIMELINE

WEEK 1 WEEK 2 WEEK 3 WEEK 4 WEEK 5 WEEK 6

FIRST MEETING

AGILE METHODS 

PROCESS

FINAL PROTOTYPES 

AND REPORT

FIRST MEETING

AGILE METHODS WK1

AGILE METHODS WK2

CO-DESIGN SESSIONS

VALIDATE THE SOLUTIONS WITH USERS

SIGN OFF THE PROTOTYPES AND BRIEF

-

cess, what it does, how it works, and then agree on 

meetings and user engagement protocols.

Conduct the first user group charrettes. Gather their 

experiences and ideas. User groups will be a trusted 

representative sample of users in the new building.

Collate all of the data from the user charrettes and 

streamline it into headline themes; a smaller number 

of collective thematic problems around which the 

design solutions should form.

Taking account of the thematic problems, we form 

small teams of users and designers to arrive at built 

environment led prototype solutions in VR.

The prototypes are immersive virtual reality 

representations.  Users can tour them and feedback 

comments.  The process is iterative until the product is 

right. 

When you are happy that the prototype building 

detailed technical design and construction.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Where does it fit in to a 

traditional project?

How long does 

the process 

typically take?

Once the organisation's exec team decides it wants to move, most likely it will engage a 

appointment of an architect and design professionals to undertake the new building's 

design or fit out.  It is in advance of the architect's appointment, that Ollio like to be 

appointed to work with you develop a more purposeful project brief that will deliver only 

existing promotional architectural concepts of design and build developers or contractors. 

It should only take 6 week to get the Agile in Buildings enabled brief right in a timeline as 

follows:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yDKoU8ak0Hw&t=74s
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CASE STUDY 1
Cemetery Road Baptist Church produced a masterplan for a built estate that took account 

of their changing role as a religious community in a modern yet increasingly secular city.

workers, twenty-three of them registered 

to join the Agile in Buildings user group. 

The subsequent ideas charrette painted 

a picture of a building divided into two. 

Sunday worship services are accessed 

via a processional stair on Cemetery 

Road to enter the church at first-floor 

level. The community access charitable 

and club activities via the Napier Street 

rear entrance.  Users communicated the 

frustrations but also the advantages of 

access from Napier Street the perceived 

safer entrance.  But this meant the 

Church known as Cemetery Road Baptist 

Church was mainly accessed through 

Napier Street causing great confusion to 

visitors. Security concerns also meant 

the church doors  remained locked so 

access for visitors was always a challenge. 

Users wanted a building that could be 

accessed more freely, was inviting, but 

was cognoscente of the security issues 

of the area. They were also keen the 

building should be more navigable and 

transparent once inside.

USERS TOLD US THEY WANTED A BUILDING 
THAT WAS ACCESSIBLE TO ALL YET SAFE.

HISTORY OF CRBC

NEED TO BE RELEVANT

Nowadays, CRBC are looking at ways to 

stay relevant to their community.  Modern 

UK life is more secular. The CRBC response 

has been to assist migrant populations. But 

now they are asking "what about our local 

communities?"

Could design help to open up the building 

so that it became more welcoming to local 

people and groups. 

A 

Could a new building help to bridge a gap to the 

local community

How do you make a building that is open to all yet safe for those inside?

"Visitors are confused. Our name is Cemetery 

Road Baptist Church but events are held via our 

Napier Street entrance." - Church Governor

"Being the last person to lock up at night is a real 

concern for me given the locality around" - Admin 

employee.

"The building is beautiful, but over the years it 

understand how it all joins together" - Volunteer 

worker

Entrances are confusing Security is a big issue for us Navigation is an issue.
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A glass link was conceived to connect Cemetery Road to 

Napier Street along the East elevation of the church. The 

new link space solved a great many incumbent access and 

street profile issues.  It provided clarity to visitors; it was 

the church. 

IMPROVED SENSE OF 
ARRIVAL

As well as connecting existing internal primary routes 

and neutralising the poor navigation issues, it became a 

“heart space”.  A place for events where the community 

can celebrates the architecture of the church, giving new 

civic meaning to it. 

COMMUNITY - HEART 
SPACE

The glass link was the perfect solution. It provides a secure 

meet and greet visitors and direct them to where they need 

to be. 

Users love it and now have another 
dilemma. Should they build this 
or follow a previously developed 
architectural masterplan which is 
far removed from this user informed 
solution.

SECURE BUFFER ZONE

Users felt visitors were confused by the two church 

entrances and poor internal navigation.

The internal geometry of the existing church and 

community spaces are disjointed. 

Users wanted to open the doors of the church and the 

community centre in an area of high crime but still be safe.

TAKE A LOOK AROUND

VIDEO - USERS STORY

By clicking on the link opposite you can download a 

copy of the full VR model to your PC so you can look 

around the space that we co-designed with church 

users

Take a look at our short video that tells the story 

of what happened when users and designers 

came together to create some magic.

Click here (works best in 

Chrome internet browser)

Click the pin icon to take 

you to our YouTube

“WE APPRECIATED THE 
VALUABLE GUIDANCE AND 
INPUT INTO OUR OVERALL

VISION-CLARIFICATION AND 
BRIEFING PROCESS”

                    -CHURCH GOVERNOR

NNNNNNNeeeeeeew Nw Nw Nw Nw Nw Nw Napiapiapiapiapiapiapippp ererererererer SSSSSSStttttttrrrrrrreeeeeeeeeeeeeet et et et et et et entntntntntntntrrrrrrrananananananancccccccccceeeeeeNNNe NNw N iiiapier SSStttreettt e ttntrance

https://api2.enscape3d.com/v3/view/9f0ed60f-31fd-4c10-ba54-fe62f7de5933
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-OHxfva5E9o&t=27s
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CASE STUDY 2
Castle House is the new home of Kollider, a not for profit Startups Incubator.  This case 

study project delivered the prototype designs for three perspective tenants for floor 2, TMI, 

Writers Collective and Barclays Media Labs. 

Our process commenced with 

an “ideas” charrette with TMI, an 

already well-established media and 

entertainment agency.

The business acts as an agency for 

their “stable” of artists to provide 

them with all the support they 

need to get their music and creative 

products in front of the right 

audience on time and to a highly 

professional level.  The TMI delivery 

team's work streams can be highly 

erratic, sometimes involving long 

hours to get the product out of the 

door against challenging deadlines.  

User told us how regularly they 

would work right through the 

night with artist's to allow them to 

continue to ride a rolling wave  of 

peak creativity.

24/7 ACCESS TO BE AVAILABLE WHEN 
ARTISTS ARE AT THEIR CREATIVE BEST

CASTLE HOUSE

KOLLIDER

Castle House is a Grade II listed building in 

refurbished to provide a new 9,200m2 shell and 

core base build over four floors for Kollider.

Host to Barclays Media Labs, TMI Recording 

Studios and The Writers Collective start-up 

music writing business on 1800m2 on second 

floor (150 desks). 

Our client,  and landlord to the most exciting 

Providing the irregular in a regular building.

"Our lease is up on our old place and we need to 

move. If we can have here what we have now at 

our old place that would be great" -  Tenant Exec.

"Our clients as music artists are talented people, 

they expect great facilities at any time day or 

night" - Producer

"We don't keep regular hours, we work as long as 

it takes to get things done...sometimes through 

the night. " Production Editor

As good as our old place Our clients are talented people We don't keep regular hours
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The new floor designs placed the Reception and Barclay’s 

Media Lab at the centre of the space.  To one side the 

TMI demise was created with ar recording studio and 

edit suite. The location next to the main stair gives them 

arrival to the second floor. 

CREATIVELY BRANDED 
SPACE

The technical aspects of the design such as the challenging 

acoustic and spatial separation issues were important.  As 

the in-use experts,  TMI delivery teams scoped out what they 

required, while still working inside challenging footprint and 

economic constraints. This is where VR came into its own in 

enabling the users to better appreciate the spaces created and 

so important area floor allowances.

DELIVERING THE 
TECHNICAL ELEMENTS 

There were many surreal moments on the project, 

none more so than when Marcus the CEO of TMI spent 

over 30 minutes exploring his fully immersive virtual 

recording and photographic studios, visiting the entire 

space providing in-depth operational feedback to us as 

designers and his own team as validators as he visited 

each space in turn.

COMPREHENSIVE USER 
FEEDBACK

Creating the right first impression to customers.

It was important to get the technical aspects, such 

as spaces and acoustics absolutely right.

-

ing at drawings or 3-D visualisations on a screen.

TAKE A LOOK AROUND

VIDEO - USERS STORY

By clicking on the link opposite you can download a 

copy of the full VR model to your PC so you can look 

around the space that we co-designed with tenant 

users.

Take a look at our short video that tells the story 

of what happened when users and designers 

came together to create Kollider Floor 2.

Click here (works best 
in Chrome internet 

browser)

Click the pin icon or 
scan QR to take you 

to our YouTube

“THAT IS EXACTLY HOW I WANT IT 
[ NEW STUDIO] TO BE.  HOW COME 
NOBODY ELSE DOES WHAT YOU DO?"                                   
  - CEO TMI
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CASE STUDY 3
Before Hippo Digital moved into Aireside House, they hired an interior designer using 

new spaces were not working for them so they asked the Ollio Agile team to take a look.

The Agile process found the business 

had three user types - marketing execs, 

mobile project implementation team. 

The seconded mobile teams worked 

However, they also needed to bring 

their client project teams back to 

Aireside House for project team 

workshops.  

These remote team workshops back in 

disruptive to the resident admin and 

execs given the broadly open plan 

environment created by the initial 

interior design.  A thematic issue 

became how to accommodate this 

important business function in what 

CREATING the Spaces THAT BETTER 
SUPPORTS WHAT THE BUSINESS DOES

AIRESIDE HOUSE

CLIENT FRIENDLY

Hippo Digital moved into Aireside House 

because of its location. It was next to the train 

station and a block away from their largest 

client.

Part of the thinking of locating close to the 

major clients is that they might be familiar 

enough to want to pop in to use Hippo Digital 

touch down spaces.

Location, location, location

The hope was that clients could pop in to use the 

touch down spaces.

Creating a hub for a highly mobile client collaborative business.

Amongst our clients there is notable banter/

the way down to who has kitkats on work tables."                                                                                 

-Sally (Researcher) 

We have conflicting needs for fixed and mobile 

teams that mean that life is always a compromise     

. - Beth  (Admin)

"Writable walls, places to stick post-it notes and 

access to audio visual display is at the bedrock of 

what we do." - Richard (Director)

"The existing layout simply does not work." We can't have enough writable walls
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of daylight and great views over the River Aire.  Part of the 

flexibility where required.

SPACES FOR FIXED DESK 
ADMIN

The central spaces are next to reception and the kitchen 

was designed to be co-working style so the returning 

mobile-workers and client guests can locate a free space-

and get working quickly.

EASIER ACCESS TO TOUCHDOWN 
SPACES AND COFFEE

The kitchen provides access to good food and drink and 

lunchtimes.  Across the stair, there are places for the 

previously distracting workshops for client teams or when 

they are not around - confidential working spaces for 

execs and admin. 

Suddenly, there is transparency 

and business-specific logic to the 

floor layouts.

MUCH BETTER SUPPORT SPACE

Relocation of admin desks to lessen the level of 

disruption from activity intensive mobile teams.

Much more enticing to mobile teams and clients 

The spaces that bring people and community together

TAKE A LOOK AROUND

VIDEO - USERS STORY

By clicking on the link opposite you can download 

a copy of the full VR model to your PC so you can 

look around the space that we co-designed with 

Take a look at our short video that tells the story 

of what happened when users and designers came 

Click here (works best 
in Chrome )

Click here (works 
best in Chrome 

internet browser)

THIS [AGILE PROCESS] IS 
FLIPPING BRILLIANT! OUR 
NEW OFFICE [DESIGN] IS 
EXACTLY WHAT WE NEED.
MARK - Director
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www.ollioconsult.comOllio The Building Performance Consultancy 
Castle House, Castle Street, Sheffield, S3 8LU 
Telephone: 0114 360 7890 
E-mail:admin@ollioconsult.com

ollio is a unique 
professional consultancy

Ollio is one of only a small handful of 
consultancies who link what building 
developers and contractors provide 
with what customers really want from 
their new building.


